ABSTRACT

Objective: This study investigated the suitability of the collagen matrix as a dural graft in the repair of experimental spinal dura mater defects.

Materials and Methods: In the study, 30 New Zealand white rabbits were used. The rabbits were divided into a study and control group. In both groups, following exact laminectomy (Th 10 and 11) in rabbits under the isoflorane anesthesia, a spinal dural defect 1x0.5 cm in size was formed. In the study group, the dura mater defect was covered with collagen matrix; in the control group, the excised dura was sutured back to its original position. At the end of the follow-up period, the rabbits were sacrificed. In all subjects, the vertebral colon was excised completely, and it was fixed in 10% formaldehyde solution. Sections 3 pm thick were taken from the specimens, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, and examined under a light microscope. The stained sections were evaluated under light microscopy with regard to the cellular inflammatory response, fibroblastic proliferation, foreign body reaction, and capsule formation.

Results: The collagen matrix was completely absorbed, and it was easy to use since it did not require sutures. Foreign body reactions were minimal in the early period and were resolved entirely in the end. Inflammatory response against the collagen matrix was no greater than in the control group in which the dura was sutured primarily and then closed, eventually disappearing entirely, and no adhesion formation resulted. Collagen permits successful regeneration by combining with the dura mater. No capsule formation was observed in either group.

Conclusion: This study shows that collagen is suitable for duraplastic procedures and that it may be a useful agent in patients in whom the dura cannot be closed primarily due to retraction, constriction, or excision.
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Introduction

The repair of both cranial and spinal dural defects is still a problem frequently encountered by neurosurgeons. Spinal dural defects may arise in association with traumatic or neoplastic destruction, following routine spinal surgery procedures, after neurosurgical interventions requiring dural resection or for congenital reasons such as meningomyelocele, when duraplasty has to be performed [1–3]. If these defects are not repaired effectively, they may lead to meningeal adhesions, greater scar tissue formation in the epidural region, pachymeningitis or soft tissue infections, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks or collections, decreased wound healing, neural herniation, tethered cord and pseudomeningocele development, and also to neurological deficits as a consequence [4].

The repair of dural defects with primary sutures may be problematic for reasons such as the defect site being unsuitable for repair or the residual dural quality being insufficient, and dural graft materials are frequently required [5]. Investigation of materials for the closure of dural defects goes back to the late 19th century [6].

The majority of materials involved in dural repair have been used in the cranial region, and relatively few studies concerning spinal duraplasty have been performed [6–13]. Factors such as the repair of dural defects using familiar suture methods that exacerbate the risk of CSF leaks, neural fiber damage, infection and meningeal adhesion, or the defect being located in an area where suturing is not possible, have given rise to alternative dural graft materials and experimental evaluation [2, 3, 5].
The purpose of this study was to investigate the suitability, reliability, and potential superiority of the collagen matrix as a dural graft material not requiring sutures in the repair of experimentally induced spinal dural defects.

Materials and Methods

Approval for this experimental study was granted by the Ethics Committee of Atatürk University School of Medicine. Thirty white New Zealand rabbits, aged 6–12 months and weighing 2.5–3.5 kg, were used. Animals who died during the surgical procedure or the follow-up period were replaced with new subjects. Experimental animals were divided into two main groups: one half as the study group and one half as the control group. The study and control groups were both further divided into three subgroups of 5 animals each for 1-, 2-, and 3-month follow-up periods.

Half an hour before surgery, experimental subjects were injected intramuscularly with 5 mg/kg ketamine hydrochloride (Ketalar, 50 mg/ml, 10 ml vial, Eczacıbaşı İlaç, Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş., Küçükçekmece, İstanbul, Turkey) for sedation. Anesthesia was induced with the administration by mask of 5% isoflurane (Forane, Abbott Laboratories Ltd., Queensborough, Kent, England). Anesthesia was maintained with 1%–3% isoflurane inhalation. The skin in the thoracolumbar region was shaved to a width of 6 cm along the midline. Following complete laminectomy at Th10 and Th11 with a vertical thoracolumbar midline incision, a section of dura mater approximately 1x0.5 cm in size was removed. In the study group, the collagen matrix (DuraGenTM, Integra LifeSciences Corporation, 105 Morgan Lane, Plainsboro, NJ 08536 USA) was used. In the control group, the excised section of dura mater defect margins, placed over the defect, and then wetted with 0.9% sodium chloride. In the control group, the excised section of dura mater defect was sutured back in its former position with 6/0 sutures. The muscle layer was closed with 3/0 vicryl suture material and the skin with 4/0 silk suture material. Following the surgical procedure, the animals were given 400,000 U penicillin G procaine (Pencan-K, Bilim İlaç San. ve Tic. A.Ş., Çerkezköy, Tekirdağ, Turkey) for protection against infection and 10 mg/kg intramuscular pethidine hydrochloride (Aldolan, Gerot Pharmazeutika GmbH Amnethasgasse 3, 1160 Vienna, Austria) for analgesia. A prophylactic antibiotic and analgesic therapy was maintained for 5 days.

At the end of the various observation periods, subjects were sacrificed using intracardiac 10% formalin solution. The skin of all subjects was opened, and the paravertebral region was entered with a transverse incision 2 cm proximal and 2 cm distal to the marker suture in the fascia. The ribs were severed using bone scissors. The vertebral column was extracted in one piece and fixed in 10% formaldehyde solution. Sections 3 pm in thickness were taken from specimens and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) under a light microscope. The stained sections were evaluated under light microscopy in terms of cellular inflammatory response, fibroblastic proliferation, foreign body reaction, and capsule formation.

### A. Cellular inflammatory response
- 0: No inflammation
- 1: Minimal inflammation
- 2: Moderate inflammation
- 3: Severe inflammation

### B. Fibroblastic proliferation
- 0: No fibroblastic proliferation
- 1: Minimal fibroblastic proliferation
- 2: Moderate fibroblastic proliferation
- 3: Advanced fibroblastic proliferation

### C. Foreign body reaction
- 0: No foreign body reaction
- 1: Minimal foreign body reaction
- 2: Moderate foreign body reaction
- 3: Advanced foreign body reaction

### D. Capsule formation
- 0: Absent
- 1: Present

#### Statistical Analysis
Values obtained following histological analysis were subjected to statistical analysis using the chi-squared test on the SPSS 10.0 (SPSS Inc.; Chicago, IL, USA) software.

### Results

#### Histopathological Results

**Cellular inflammatory response**
At the end of the first month, moderate inflammatory response was present in 1 subject in the control group, and minimal inflammatory response was present in 2. The inflammatory response observed essentially consisted of mononuclear cells. There was no inflammatory response in the remaining 2 animals. In the study group, in which the dura mater defect was closed with collagen matrix, the moderate inflammatory response was present in 1 subject and the minimal inflammatory response in 3. The majority of cells constituting the inflammatory response were mononuclear cells. No inflammatory response was determined in the other animal.

In the control group in the second month, minimal inflammatory response was present in 1 animal, and none in the other 4. Minimal inflammatory response was present in 2 animals in the study group, and none in the remaining 3.

In the third month, no inflammatory response was observed in any animal in either group.

The cellular inflammatory response to collagen matrix in the first month was greater than in the control group, but the difference was not statistically significant (p=1.0) (Figure 1).

The cellular inflammatory response was greater in the second month in the collagen matrix group, but the difference between the two groups was not statistically significant (p=0.49). In the third month, no cellular inflammatory response was present in any subject in either group (Figure 1).

**Fibroblastic proliferation**
In the first month, minimal fibroblastic proliferation accompanied by capillary proliferation was determined in 3 subjects in the control group, and moderate proliferation was determined in 2. In the study group, there was a marked fibroblast invasion of the collagen matrix covering the defect region, and collagen had begun accumulating. Advanced fibroblastic proliferation with new collagen formation was observed in 2 subjects, moderate proliferation in 2, and minimal proliferation in 1 (Figure 2).

Examination of specimens from experimental animals sacrificed in the second month revealed minimal fibroblastic proliferation in 3 subjects from the control group, while no proliferation was observed in 2. In the study group, advanced proliferation and increased collagen deposition was determined in 1 subject, moderate proliferation in 2, and minimal proliferation in 1 (Figure 3). Vascularization persisted in both the study and control groups.

In the third month, minimal fibroblastic proliferation was present in 2 subjects in the control group, while no fibroblastic proliferation was observed in 3. In the study group, moderate fibroblastic proliferation was present in 2 subjects, and minimal proliferation in 3. Intensive collagen deposition (Figure 4) was observed in the defect region, and the collagen matrix was completely absorbed. Capillary structures had decreased in both groups.

Greater fibroblastic proliferation was observed in the collagen matrix group at Months 1, 2, and 3. However, the difference was not statistically significant (p 0.223, 0.079, and 0.074, respectively) (Figure 1).

**Foreign body reaction**
The same degree of foreign body reaction was observed in both groups in the first month. In Month 2, no subjects in the collagen matrix group exhibited a foreign body reaction. The difference between the two groups was not statistically significant (p=0.287). In Month 3, no subjects in the collagen matrix group exhib-
ited foreign body reaction, and the difference between the two groups was again not statistically significant (p=0.114) (Figure 1).

Capsule formation
No capsule formation was observed in either group at any observation period. There was no neomembrane formation determined.

Discussion
Numerous materials have been used to date for dural repair. However, the majority of studies have involved cranial dura defects, and far fewer have considered spinal duraplasty.

The graft materials most commonly employed by neurosurgeons in the repair of dural defects are autogenous tissues such as the temporal fascia, pericranium, and fascia lata [4, 6, 12–14]. These autografts naturally confer a number of advantages, being easy to use, non-toxic and economical, and exhibiting perfect biological behavior [10]. However, it is not always possible to use these tissues as autografts. The fascia of the paravertebral muscle of pericranium may be damaged in the event of trauma, and a sufficient quantity to close the defect may not be available. The autologous fascia lata graft has become less popular due to requiring an additional operation, prolonged surgery time, additional scar formation, and adhesion in the region of application [15, 16].

Alloplastic materials have been reported to cause inflammatory reaction and to be expelled from the wound; while in the late period, they may lead to extraordinary vascularity and subsequently to hemorrhage [17, 18]. The use of entirely resorbable materials is therefore still essential for dural repair [14].

In their experimental study, Keller et al. [6] reported that silicone-coated Dacron was always encapsulated by connective tissue, that the thicker ventral part of the capsule extended inferiorly, frequently compressing the cord beneath, and that it is not suitable for duraplasty. Banerjee et al. [19] and Adegbite et al. [17] also published similar reports concerning silicone-coated Dacron.

There are various advantages to the use of absorbable materials as dural grafts. In theory, chronic foreign body reaction with membrane formation can be avoided with “biodegradable” implants. Resorbable synthetic materials such as vicryl (polyglactin 910) mesh and polydioxa-nonone/polyglactin have been successfully used in dural repairs [15].

Collagen is another resorbable material tested in different forms, such as a film layer and sponge [2, 3, 11]. Collagen possesses numerous advantages: It is resorbable, degradation can be controlled with cross-linking, and it can be worked like a biomaterial. It is also hemostatic and capable of supporting cellular reproduction and tissue reconstruction. However, collagen must be highly purified to avoid immunological and severe inflammatory reactions, must not be pyrogenic, and must not contain telopeptides [14].

Figure 1. a, b. Means of inflammatory, fibroplastic proliferation and foreign body reaction gradings in the control (a) and collagen matrix (b) groups.

Figure 2. Graft residue and foreign body reaction 1 month after collagen matrix implantation (H&E, x100).

Figure 3. Marked fibroplastic proliferation 2 months after collagen matrix implantation (H&E, X100).

Figure 4. Intensive collagen deposition three months after collagen matrix implantation (H&E, X100).
The collagen sponge was initially developed to protect the brain beneath the retractor [20]. Collagen sponge fibers behave like a scaffold for fibroblasts producing new collagen, and dural healing begins from inside the sponge rather than around it. Yet in most semisynthetic biomaterials, healing begins around the dural repair graft. Dural repair is facilitated by the graft’s natural pores, and previously used layering processes can reduce the biological properties of collagen necessary for fibroblasts to enter the graft. This also explains why graft encapsulation does not occur with the collagen sponge [7, 17, 21].

For all these reasons, in our study, we compared the collagen matrix still in clinical use as a dural graft in spinal dural graft repair with experimental animals’ own dura excised by us. Since silk is a suture material widely used in our and many other clinics, we closed the dural defects induced in the control groups in a waterproof manner with the excised dura and 6/0 atraumatic silk. Our objective in doing this was to evaluate the foreign body reaction in areas through which the silk suture material passed and areas through which it did not pass.

Meddings et al. [22] used collagen Vicryl (bovine collagen coated vicryl mesh), Zenoderm (procine dermis), and Lyodura (lyophilized human cadaveric dura [LHD]) to close defects established in the rabbit dura mater. They reported that vicryl remained visible under microscopy up to 8 weeks after surgery, but that no sign of the implant material remained after 3 months. They also revealed that during this time, a new dura layer formed reminiscent of the dura mater in size and appearance.

In an experimental study in which double-layered human collagen as a dural graft was assessed, Laquerrière et al. [14] reported that the material began being absorbed macroscopically on Day 30, disappearing on Day 90, and that histologically, both collagen graft materials disappeared on Day 90, being entirely replaced by fibrocallogenous tissue resembling a newly formed dura.

Matsumoto et al. [23] used a membrane composed of polyglycolic acid mesh, collagen sponge, and gelatin sponge to close dura mater defects induced in dogs. At observations 2 months after the implantation, they reported that the graft material had been partially resorbed and that a thin fibrous membrane had formed in the implant region. However, 4 months after implantation, the implanted membrane was completely resorbed, and no membrane residue remained.

In the present study, the collagen matrix was visible in the first month, but resorption had begun in places. At 2 months, the collagen matrix was still visible but was well absorbed, while at 3 months, the collagen matrix was no longer visible and was entirely resorbed. These findings were very similar to those by Meddings et al. [22].

Differing results concerning the emergence and severity of the host reaction to the dural graft materials used, and varying interpretations of these, have been reported. Abbott et al. [7] observed findings suggesting minimal foreign body reaction in cases of dural defect in which they used LHD grafts, while Crawford et al. [24] compared skin grafts and preserved homologous dura and skin grafts in dural defects induced in animals and reported few chronic inflammatory cells in areas close to homologous dura mater sutures.

In their experimental models, Meddings et al. [22] maintained that no foreign body reaction to collagen/Vicryl occurred after 3 months, but that foreign body reaction to LHD grafts, while Crawford et al. [24] compared skin grafts and preserved homologous dura and skin grafts in dural defects induced in animals and reported few chronic inflammatory cells in areas close to homologous dura mater sutures.

In another study by Narotam et al. [3], no acute or chronic inflammatory cell infiltration or foreign body giant cell reaction were observed in any subject in the collagen matrix group. The difference between the two groups was not statistically significant. At 3 months, no foreign body reaction was determined in any member of the collagen matrix group. The difference between the two groups was again not statistically significant. Our study corroborates the thesis that the graft we employed does not increase wound infection. Our studies were similar to those by Narotam [2, 3, 27], Abbott [7], Cantore et al. [25], and Crawford [24].

Crawford [24] stated that metal layers such as gold, silver, platinum, aluminum, nickel, and stainless steel reported as being first used in 1890 led to encapsulation and severe meningoencephalocerebral adhesion. Capsule formation arising in the long or short term with graft materials employed can give rise to compression findings and may appear as hyperdense lesions reminiscent of meningioma at computerized tomography [17, 28, 29]. Indeed, some authors have reported observing subdural and subarachnoid bleeding after quite lengthy periods in cases in which silastic material was used [29]. Şengül et al. [16] determined no capsule formation due to the collagen matrix. We also observed no capsule formation due to the collagen matrix used as a dural graft in our study.

The porous structure of the collagen sponge has been reported to facilitate fibroblastic proliferation and dural repair [9]. The main criticism of the collagen sponge is that, due to its porous nature, it may be insufficiently resistant to the CSF leakage. However, Narotam et al. [3] observed no CSF fistula in any animal in their study.

A pattern of fibroblastic proliferation inside the collagen sponge in 5 days at the earliest, and being well observed on the 15th day, confirms that graft porosity is indeed an essential feature in the success of dural repair [2]. In addition, since the collagen sponge is sufficiently porous to allow cell proliferation, it is superior to the collagen film in terms of tissue regeneration [23]. The porosity of the material is responsible, not only for its good use characteristics, but also permits fibroblasts to enter the graft to establish tissue repair [30].

Although it has long been known not to provide waterproof dural closure, the use of nonporous grafts still has its adherents [7, 14, 22, 31]. Narotam et al. [2] reported that the collagen sponge is very useful in the repair of such dural tears, on condition that this is done in a layer-on-layer manner. Narotam et al. [2, 3] suggested that the pores in the collagen sponge and its sponge-like structure facilitate the direct and early penetration of fibroblasts into the collagen sponge. The proximity of fibroblasts to the collagen sponge has suggested that it behaves like a scaffold for new collagen deposition.

Fibroblastic proliferation in our study was greater in the collagen matrix group on Months 1, 2, and 3, although the difference was not statistically significant. Other studies have also report-
ed that the collagen sponge can be easily used and shaped without a lengthy saturation process and difficulty in application [11, 16, 27].

Suture use is reduced by the use of coated grafts. These coated grafts not only reduce operative time, but also and most importantly reduce foreign body giant cell reaction [11]. Since the collagen sponge is inert, it does not encourage foreign body reactions, and it has been reported to be superior to other collagen products [2, 3]. In our study, although the difference was not statistically significant, cellular inflammatory response in the group in which we used sutures was greater than that in the collagen matrix group, in which sutures were not employed. This finding is in agreement with other studies using coated grafts.

In spinal surgeries, where it is usually difficult to suture a graft, the use of Duradry has been reported to be beneficial in terms of reducing surgical time. Moreover, no fistula has been reported in such cases [12, 27].

Several synthetic and biological materials have been unsuccessful in research aimed at identifying the ideal dural graft. From that perspective, the collagen matrix can be safely used.

This study shows that, as described, the collagen matrix should be further investigated with more experiment were the most important limitations of this study. Therefore, the effects of collagen matrix should be further investigated with more clinical studies.

We think that, in spinal duraplasty in particular, autologous grafts not requiring secondary incisions, such as the patient’s paravertebral muscle, should be implanted, but that if this is not possible, the collagen matrix can be safely used. This study shows that, as described, the collagen sponge is suitable for duraplastic procedures and is a useful agent in patients in whom the dura cannot be closed primarily due to retraction, shrinkage, or exsiccation.
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